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B. Malgrange (Institut Fourier)
The characteristic variety of linear differentials systems has ,among others,two importants
properties: l.Independence of the $fi^{\backslash }1tration$ . $2,Inte_{b^{r}}r\cdot ability$ (somctimoe $callc^{s}cJ$ ” $in\backslash \prime c$) $ltlti\backslash \prime c\sim$
ness”,e.g.stability of its $der_{i}^{\backslash }ning$ ideal by Poisson brucket). 1 try to $exaII\iota iI\iota c^{s}$ how $1\downarrow\iota\backslash \infty c^{s}s$
properties extend to the non linear analytic case.To extcnd the first one,one has first to de-
fine the” $D$-varieties” (which are the C–analytic analogues of Ritt’s differentials algeb$ras$ ) $and$
theirs morphisms.Then,two charactreistic varieties occur $naturally;one$ is $re1_{\dot{c}}\iota ted\backslash vi$th the
theorem of Cauchy-Kovalevski.The other one ,which is smaller,but coincide genericilly $\iota vith$
the first one,is related to the linearized system.The extension of property 1, $i_{i)}\backslash$ tow $\iota he$ fol-
$lowing:both$, at least outside of the zero section,are invariant by D-isomorphisIns $(e.g.the$
Lie-Bklund isomorphisms) One proves also that a $D$-variety is generically an involutive
differential system in the sense of E.Cartan.then,the property 2, extends at $che_{I^{)oirlCs}}$ of
$involutiveness;at$ the other points the question is open.
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